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Abstract—In order to diagnose and resolve issues occurred on 
navigation equipment quickly and accurately, an optimal search 
algorithm, Hash table and Hash function on a troubleshooting 
database of navigation equipment, are presented. The algorithm 
can directly find the issue reason and solution by searching Hash 
address calculated from Hash function. The average search time 
does not increase when the number of issue record increases. 
This paper shows how the algorithm is used to find the issue 
reason and solution in a troubleshooting database of navigation 
equipment. Thus, it can be widely used in many fields. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Navigation equipment guides the direction of vessel sailing. 

If the navigation equipment of a sailing ship is malfunctioning, 
the ship will be out of track and get lost. Therefore, it is 
important to trouble shoot rapidly and accurately when an 
issue happens, so that the ship can be recovered quickly and 
be brought back on track. Fault Tree Analysis is a powerful 
tool for troubleshooting because it is good at reliability and 
safety analysis of large and complex systems. The navigation 
equipment troubleshooting knowledge database is 
accumulated based on the system structure, function principle 
and large amount of user’s experience. It involves tables or 
flow charts with complex logical relations. Therefore, it has 
significantly practical meaning to the study the optimal search 
of the navigation equipment troubleshooting database based 
on Fault Tree Analysis. 

II. THE PRINCIPLE AND METHOD OF OPTIMAL SEARCH  

A. The concept  
Hash function and hash table: Binary Search and Binary 

Tree have high average cost because the average lookup 
number is high which determines search efficiency. Ideally, 
the target value or record can be found during data query 
without any lookup.  A hash table is a structure that can map 
a key K to a value. A hash table uses a hash function f  to 
compute an index ( )kf  into an array of buckets or slots, from 
which the desired value can be found. 

Hash collisions: different keys that are assigned by the 
hash function to the same bucket. That is,  

For 21 keykey ≠ , ( ) ( )21 keyfkeyf =  

B. Choosing a good hash function  
There are many algorithms for a hash function. However, a 

good hash function and implementation algorithm is essential 
for good hash table performance. A basic requirement is that 
the function should provide a uniform distribution of hash 
values, which means, for any give key, the corresponding 
index is equally distributed in the index range. Thus the 
number of hash collision can be reduced. The common hash 
function algorithms are: direct address method, digit-
extraction method, mid-square method, folding method, 
division remainder method, Pseudorandom generation method 
etc. 

Mid-square hashing is suitable in our practical application 
considering computing cost, key length, hash table size, key 
length and distribution, and value search frequency. In mid-
square hashing, the key is squared and the address is selected 
from the middle of the square number. The key size is 
determined by the hash table. The digits can be chosen based 
on the practical situation. Mid-square hashing is a commonly 
used method. For example, we can use two octal digits to 
present letters and integers (see Figure1), the corresponding 
hash key and index are shown in Table1. 

A    B    C    …   Z    0     1     2    …  9 
01  02   03        32   60   61   62      71 

Figure 1 - Letters and numbers represented by octal digit 
 

Table 1 Hash index calculated from mid-square hashing 

 

C. Hash collision resolution 
The concept of hash collision is introduced in chapter 1.1. 

The collision should be reduced but is practically unavoidable. 

Record Keywords （ Keywords ）2 Hash index 

A 0100 0010 010 000 
I 1100 1210 210 000 

P1 2061 4310 310 541 
Q2 2162 4741 741 304 
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Resolving collision is to find the next bucket of the same 
index for the value of the given key. You may find the next 
bucket is also taken, then you need to keep looking for the 
next bucket until you find one that is available. The common 
methods include open addressing, separate chaining, build 
public overflow area etc. We choose separate chaining 
because it does not have secondary clustering which is, two 
records do only have the same collision chain if their initial 
position is the same. In addition, separate chaining does not 
increase computing time. 

In separate chaining, each bucket is independent, and has 
an array of entries with the same index. Suppose the index 
range [0…m-1] is generated from some hash function, an 
array with pointer can be created: 

chainhash: ARRAY[0…m-1] of pointer; 

The pointer of each item is initialized as null pointer. Each 
record with index ‘i’ is inserted to the list with head pointer 
pointing to chainhash[i]. The record can be inserted to the 
head or the tail of the list. It can also be inserted between the 
head and the tail so records can be ordered in the list based on 
the key (see Figure 2).  

During record search, the bucket is computed from the 
hash function. Then the entries of the selected bucket are 
scanned for the desired key. 

 
Figure 2 Example of separate chaining for hash collision 

（Keys on the list of the same index in order of increasing） 
 

D. Conclusion 
It can be concluded during hash table search that, 

1) Although a hash map can be built between the key 
and index of a record, the unavoidable hash collision 
make the search become a comparison between a 
given value and a key. Thus, the average search cost 
is still needed to measure the performance hash table 
search. 

2) The number of the key compared to the given value 
during the search is determined by the following 
three items: hash function, collision resolution and 
the load factor of the hash table.  

In general, for a hash table with the same collision solution, 
the average cost depends on load factor. The load factor of α 
hash table is defined as: 

length  tablehash
 tablehash in records ofnumber  The

=α        （1） 

Therefore, we can approve that 

The average cost of separate chaining method of hash table 
when target value search is successful is: 

2
1 α
+≈ncS                （2） 

From the above formula we can get the conclusion that the 
average cost of hash table is only a function of α , not a 
function of record number n. In other words, regardless of the 
size of n, the average search cost can be limited to a range by 
choosing a reasonable load factor. Thus the search cost will 
not increase because the length of table record is increased.  

Sometime a hash function without collision can be found 
depending on the practical situation. 

III. OPTIMAL SEARCH APPLICATION IN FAULT TREE 
ANALYSIS  

When troubleshooting expert system is implemented, the 
key words of the issue can be used to build hash function and 
hash table using above optimal search method. Thus the issue 
reason and solution can be directly found. However, there may 
be more than one reason and solution for an issue. A Fault tree 
is needed in this case, see Figure 3. The hash index computed 
from the hash function using the key words in the issue is the 
top event of issue reason and solution fault tree. 

The knowledge database structure is in Figure 4, and the 
logic flow chart is in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 3 Fault tree structure 
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Figure 4  Figure knowledge database structure 
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Figure 5 Flow chart of the logic 
 

 

The system uses meta control strategy. Meta control 
strategy displays the metadata and build into knowledge 
database. The metadata reasoning system uses metadata to 
direct target reasoning system to solve the problem. Meta 
control strategy is a powerful control method which can 
increase the flexibility and diagnosis ability of the diagnosis 
system. 

Backwards reasoning in fault tree analysis generates many 
reasons for top and middle events. The optimal search can 
quickly obtain the most likely reason event. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
The article presented the hash table application in 

navigation equipment troubleshooting database. The algorithm 
can compute the hash index based on hash key and performs a 
direct search. It avoids the multiple lookup and comparison 
during the search as in traditional search methods. Thus it can 
search the desired record quickly and accurately. In addition, 
the average search cost does not increase when the record 
length of the hash table increases. Although this algorithm 
uses large memory to speed up the search process, it is not a 
real problem for a modern computer system.  
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